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Salutation

1

1:1 From Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the
will of God, and Timothy our brother, to the church
of God that is in Corinth, with all the saints who are
in all Achaia. 1:2 Grace and peace to you from God
our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ!
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؆! য়ѝຌĂҮૃ༚᎗ָऴܱᘱĂ
· Ԙ ೨ ᇜ ͈ Ăᆶ  ܪඛ г ࣮  ڑй ! য়  ା
຺Ăֱ֬ྌֱ࿅ఌாཏऴĄ
ᙷऽ್οшĂଁ! য়Ԧࣆͬ᎗ૃ
༚ᕨᄂүࣆă

ຎᔀ! য়шᇏ!

Thanksgiving for God’s Comfort
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ᙷ៘ᕨᄂԦࣆ᎗ૃ༚ !ͬয়Ă
ವߎ൳ຍೋͬĂЦᇸшᇏ !য়Ą
4
Ԧࣆг˗̶ଇᙰ̙ĂವшᇏԦࣆĂΧԦ
ࣆਔϠ! য়٘шᇏĂΜшᇏ֣ውЦᇸ
ଇᙰ˟ă
5
Ԧࣆ߉йૃץ༚ࡳຽĂವዪૃ༚й૿ш
ᇏă
6
ԦࣆץଇᙰĂߎࠍΧүࣆ૿шᇏ૿
ଽ Ą Ԧ ࣆ ૿ ш ᇏ  Ă˴ ߎ ࠍ Χ ү ࣆ ૿ ш
ᇏĄహшᇏਔΧүࣆԠץԦࣆ֣٘ץᇸ
ࡳຽă
7
Ԧࣆࠍүࣆ٘фߎ࠼ቀ؟ĄЮࠍۡ
ྼүࣆ߉ߎСࡳץຽĂ˴τС૿шᇏă
8
Ԙ·ࣆĂԦࣆ̘ࢊүࣆ̘ፌ૿ĂԦࣆଁ݇
г ֱ җ ֱ ው ࿂ ࡳ ᙰ Ăఛ ᑄ ͈ ࢥ Ă ˦ ̘ ਔ
౻Ăࠣҋఽ߾ోඖ˝Ą
9
Ҋ͔̍྅˴ᕜߎ؟τѩĂΧԦࣆ̘ዪҊ
̍ĂΩዪΧѩ˟ೆ߾ !য়Ą
10 ഄଽԦࣆ௱ᗒ֣ແ́ѩ˷Ăநг̩ࢊ
ଽ Ԧ ࣆ Ă֬ Ͷ Ԧ ࣆ     ּ ᔗ ࢊ ଽ Ԧ
ࣆă
11 үࣆͼࡅᘣᑑӃԦࣆĂпΧదй˟ࠍԦࣆ
ᔀऽĂವߎࠍԦࣆЮదй˟٘૿ऽă

1:3 Blessed is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies and God of all
comfort, 1:4 who comforts us in all our troubles so
that we may be able to comfort those experiencing
any trouble with the comfort with which we ourselves are comforted by God. 1:5 For just as the
sufferings of Christ overflow toward us, so also our
comfort through Christ overflows to you. 1:6 But if
we are afflicted, it is for your comfort and salvation;
if we are comforted, it is for your comfort that you
experience in your patient endurance of the same
sufferings that we also suffer. 1:7 And our hope for
you is steadfast because we know that as you share
in our sufferings, so also you will share in our comfort. 1:8 For we do not want you to be unaware,
brothers and sisters, regarding the affliction that
happened to us in the province of Asia, that we were
burdened excessively, beyond our strength, so that
we despaired even of living. 1:9 Indeed we felt as if
the sentence of death had been passed against us, so
that we would not trust in ourselves but in God who
raises the dead. 1:10 He delivered us from so great a
risk of death, and he will deliver us. We have set our
hope on him that he will deliver us yet again, 1:11 as
you also join in helping us by prayer, so that many
people may give thanks to God on our behalf for the
gracious gift given to us through the help of many.

Իណࢌတ̵!

Paul Defends His Changed Plans
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1:12 For our reason for confidence is this: the
testimony of our conscience, that with pure motives
and sincerity which are from God—not by human
wisdom but by the grace of God—we conducted
ourselves in the world, and all the more toward you.
1:13 For we do not write you anything other than
what you can read and also understand. But I hope
that you will understand completely 1:14 just as also

Ԧࣆ٘ྑĂߎҊ̍ֈ͔ĂᙊԦࣆጳ
ල! য়ཏሑྔ၀Ăгʹࠍ˟Ă̘ዪ˟
ᓏڀĂ˛ዪ! য়ऽ್ĂЧүࣆԿߎహ
ᇸă
13 ԦࣆநгᆶඛүࣆྕĂ̘֬βͻүࣆ٘
نĂ٘ᄭᙉĂԦ˴࠼үࣆعוᔗߎ
ࢊᄭᙉĄ
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ϑсүࣆ̎གѢಿ̵ᄭᙉԦࣆĄͼԦࣆྑ
˽ĂпဉԦࣆгԦࣆ᎗̃͞Ăͼү
ࣆྑ˽˗ᇸă
Ԧ߉హᇸܪĂವќѢຌוүࣆ֣྅
ΜĂΧүࣆВ૿েఌĄ
˴ࢊଁүࣆ֣྅ག࿄ĂؿΜĂВଁ
Яוүࣆ֣྅ĂΧүࣆඛԦҕؿ
ൗ͈Μă
Ԧ Ѣ Ѩ ຌ Ă੍ ߎ ̈́ ೆ ̘  ؟ᆂ Ą Ԧ ٘  
ຌĂ੍ߎଁଏᇑĂΧԦܦمߎمᆂă
Ԧලܪ၀ !য়ᄱĂԦࣆЧүࣆ٘ๆ
ྼĂ֬՞Ѣߎ҂˪ܦă
ЮࠍԦҗٚĂ֬೨ᇜ͈Ăгүࣆ̙ภ٘
ๆ! য়̃᎗ૃ༚Ăᓀ՞Ѣߎ҂˪ܦ
ĂгΩѢ˗ߎă
! য়ᑔదĂ̘ኡѢй͋Ăгૃ༚ోߎߎ
Ą٘ͼᖢල˴ోߎ၀гĂĥ၀гࣦ
͚ҮࣆܟĦΧ! য়ЮԦࣆ૿ၶᚸă
֣гૃ༚྅ાԦࣆүࣆĂ֬Ͷ჻Ԧࣆ
Ăವߎ! য়Ą
˪ϠНН˝ԦࣆĂ֬ཏិгԦࣆ͔྅
Үጳፁăĥࣦ͚ҮኲĦ
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you have partly understood us, that we are your
source of pride just as you also are ours in the day of
the Lord Jesus. 1:15 And with this confidence I intended to come to you first so that you would get a
second opportunity to see us, 1:16 and through your
help to go on into Macedonia and then from Macedonia to come back to you and be helped on our way
into Judea by you. 1:17 Therefore when I was planning to do this, I did not do so without thinking
about what I was doing, did I? Or do I make my
plans according to mere human standards so that I
would be saying both “Yes, yes” and “No, no” at the
same time? 1:18 But as God is faithful, our message
to you is not “Yes” and “No.” 1:19 For the Son of
God, Jesus Christ, the one who was proclaimed
among you by us—by me and Silvanus and Timothy—was not “Yes” and “No,” but it has always
been “Yes” in him. 1:20 For every one of God’s
promises are “Yes” in him; therefore also through
him the “Amen” is spoken, to the glory we give to
God. 1:21 But it is God who establishes us together
with you in Christ and who anointed us, 1:22 who
also sealed us and gave us the Spirit in our hearts as
a down payment.

ػആఢમྊᛕ!

Why Paul Postponed His Visit

23

1:23 Now I appeal to God as my witness, that to
spare you I did not come again to Corinth. 1:24 I do
not mean that we rule over your faith, but we are
workers with you for your joy, because by faith you
stand firm.

Ԧ !ױয়ඛԦ͔ҮᙊĂԦ՞Ѣ࣮ؿ
ڑйΜߎࠍࢊᆴञүࣆă
24 Ԧࣆ̘֬ߎᔐბүࣆ͔ܪĂ˛ߎᑑӃү
ࣆԢሃĄЮࠍүࣆጳܪញ৬ϱ૿Ҝă
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ԦҊ̍˝؟ຌĂВוүࣆ֣྅ΜĂτึ
́च՞Ѣᇍຒă
࣏ࡵԦΧүࣆᇍຒĂੴ˝ԦΧ֣ᇍຒ˟
ͼβĂአਔΧԦԢሃă
ԦഄԮహ֯ᆶඛүࣆĂऺَԦוॠ࣎Ă
ᑔྌΧԦԢሃ˟ְ֣Ă̈́ࣅΧԦᇍຒĄ
Ԧ˴ܪĂүࣆா˟ోͼԦԢሃࠍҊ̍
Ԣሃă
ԦЏ͔݇྅ᙰ࿄൬ࡳĂйй߸உĂᆶܪ
ඛүࣆĄ̘ߎΧүࣆᇍຒĂ˛ߎΧүࣆۡ
ྼԦॽβুຐүࣆă
ࡵѢΧ˟ᇍຒĂ̘ҬΧԦᇍຒĂ˴ߎ
Χүࣆா˟Ѣಿ̵ᇍຒĂԦᄱಿ̵Ăऺَ
ᄱ૿͈ࢥă
హᇸ˟Ă˝ץா˟మჲĂ˴ವ◮˝Ą
ࣅ ̘ с ఴ ҹ  Ă ш ᇏ  Ăҹ ૿  ᇍ ຒ ͈
࿄ĂࠣҋՔ˝ă
٘ͼԦᚌүࣆĂࢊЧផΌા̘؟ຐ
ּ͔ă
ࠍѨԦЏ݇˴ᆶܪඛүࣆĂࢊྎយүࣆĂ
࠺үࣆ˱֯ีଁ̘ีଁă

2:1 So I made up my own mind not to pay you another painful visit. 2:2 For if I make you sad, who
would be left to make me glad but the one I caused
to be sad? 2:3 And I wrote this very thing to you, so
that when I came I would not have sadness from
those who ought to make me rejoice, since I am confident in you all that my joy would be yours. 2:4 For
out of great distress and anguish of heart I wrote to
you with many tears, not to make you sad, but to let
you know the love that I have especially for you. 2:5
But if anyone has caused sadness, he has not saddened me alone, but to some extent (not to exaggerate) he has saddened all of you as well. 2:6 This punishment on such an individual by the majority is
enough for him, 2:7 so that now instead you should
rather forgive and comfort him. This will keep him
from being overwhelmed by excessive grief to the
point of despair. 2:8 Therefore I urge you to reaffirm
your love for him. 2:9 For this reason also I wrote
you: to test you to see if you are obedient in everything. 2:10 If you forgive anyone for anything, I also
forgive him—for indeed what I have forgiven (if I
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үࣆఴҹአĂԦ˴ఴҹአĂԦࡵѢ٘ఴҹ
Ăߎгૃ༚ࢫ݇ࠍүࣆఴҹĄ
11 ҹ૿ᇨҬල຺፞౻࿄ԦࣆĄЮԦࣆ֬ܦ
̘ፌ૿ࢌྗă
12 Ԧଁ݇ࠍૃ༚ࢯ˝וᘱֱĂ˴ඛ
Ԧพ˝ܜă
13 ֣ ॠ Ю ࠍ ՞ Ѣ ࿂  · Ԙ ೨ й Ă Ԧ ͔ ྅ ̘
шĂܭᙛҽ֣྅ؿ˟Μ˝ă

have forgiven anything) I did so for you in the presence of Christ, 2:11 so that we may not be exploited
by Satan (for we are not ignorant of his schemes).
2:12 Now when I arrived in Troas to proclaim the
gospel of Christ, even though the Lord had opened a
door of opportunity for me, 2:13 I had no relief in my
spirit, because I did not find my brother Titus there.
So I said good-bye to them and set out for Macedonia.

ָऴ!̌֯

Apostolic Ministry

14

2:14 But thanks be to God who always leads us
in triumphal procession in Christ and who makes
known through us the fragrance that consists of the
knowledge of him in every place. 2:15 For we are a
sweet aroma of Christ to God among those who are
being saved and among those who are perishing—
2:16 to the latter an odor from death to death, but to
the former a fragrance from life to life. And who is
adequate for these things? 2:17 For we are not like so
many others, hucksters who peddle the word of God
for profit, but we are speaking in Christ before God
as persons of sincerity, as persons sent from God.

ຎᔀ! য়Ă૰ޓᅲԦࣆгૃ༚྅ྑ౻Ă֬
ᖢලԦࣆгЦఌផೲ֣Юᄭᙉૃ༚҂Ѣ
ࢵইă
15 ЮࠍԦࣆг! য়ࢫ݇Ăኡг૿ଽ֖˟
ˮ Ă ٔ ໜ ˷  ֖ ˟ ˮ Ăో Ѣ ૃ ༚ ᛞ ࢵ ̜
ইă
16 гహඇ˟ĂವҮ˝ѩࢵইΧѩĄг֣
ඇ˟ĂವҮ˝߾ࢵইΧ߾Ąహ֯አਔ
༉૿ă
17 Ԧࣆ̘ဉ֣దй˟Ăࠍҿஃโ! য়ྼĄ
˛ߎϣྔٹ၀Ăϣ !ٹয়Ăг! য়ࢫ݇ጳ
ලૃ༚ᓽྼă

˫ౡ!
߾ਦ!ܪ

A Living Letter

1

3:1 Are we beginning to commend ourselves
again? We don’t need letters of recommendation to
you or from you as some other people do, do we? 3:2
You yourselves are our letter, written on our hearts,
known and read by everyone, 3:3 revealing that you
are a letter of Christ, delivered by us, written not
with ink but by the Spirit of the living God, not on
stone tablets but on tablets of human hearts.
3:4 Now we have such confidence in God
through Christ. 3:5 Not that we are adequate in ourselves to consider anything as if it were coming
from ourselves, but our adequacy is from God, 3:6
who made us adequate to be servants of a new covenant not based on the letter but on the Spirit, for the
letter kills, but the Spirit gives life.

2
3

4
5
6

Ԧࣆ੍ߎ˪ᓜᖦҊ̍ᆂĄ੍ဉҽ˟ĂϠ˟
ᖦܪඛүࣆĂٔϠүࣆᖦܪඛ˟ᆂă
үࣆವߎԦࣆᖦܪĂᆶгԦࣆ͔྅Ă
ఛா˟٘ۡྼ٘نᄩă
үࣆڀផߎૃ༚ܪĂᖢලԦࣆ࣑їĄ
̘ߎϠጌᆶĂ˛ߎϠϕϟ! য়ិᆶ
Ą̘ߎᆶгϭیˮĂ˛ߎᆶг͔یˮă
ԦࣆЮૃ༚٘ͼг! য়ࢫ݇ញѢహᇸܪ
͔Ą
̘֬ߎԦࣆጳҊ̍ਔٙፈࠣᆂ֯ĂԦࣆ٘
ਔٙፈĂ˛ߎΌ !ٹয়Ą
ΧԦࣆਔٙ༉హັࡖ֯Ą̘ߎጳල
уέĂ˛ߎጳලპຌĄЮࠍ֣уέߎΧ˟
ѩĂპຌߎΧ˟߾ăĥპຌٔҮཏិĦ

ᛲិ֯̌ၶᚸ!

The Greater Glory of the Spirit’s Ministry

7

3:7 But if the ministry that produced death—
carved in letters on stone tablets—came with glory,
so that the Israelites could not keep their eyes fixed
on the face of Moses because of the glory of his face
(a glory which was made ineffective), 3:8 how much
more glorious will the ministry of the Spirit be? 3:9
For if there was glory in the ministry that produced
condemnation, how much more does the ministry
that produces righteousness excel in glory! 3:10 For

8
9

֣Ϡуבгϭᐜˮᛲѩᖙ֯ĂؤͶѢၶ
ЌĂࠣҋͼґД˟ЮᇜҗࢫˮၶЌĂ̘
ਔ؟༖࠺ᓙĄహၶЌࣦߎ႘႘ਜ਼Μ
Ą
Ң֣ڵᛲិᖙ֯Ă੍̘ԿѢၶЌᆂă

ࡵߎ؟ཊᖙ֯ѢၶЌĂ֣ཌᖙ֯Ă
ၶЌವ൳́˝ă
10 ֣ଁ݇ѢၶЌĂЮహແ́ၶЌĂವვ
̘૿ѢၶЌ˝Ą
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ࡵ֣ᆾପѢၶЌĂహܛфವԿѢၶЌ
˝ă
12 Ԧࣆ߉Ѣహᇸ࠼Ăವ́ᓘᓽᄱĂ
13
14

15
16
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̘ဉᇜҗ̃زᄊгᓙˮĂΧͼґД˟̘
ਔ؟༖࠺֣וᆾۯඔԉĄ
Ҭࣆ͔вൻĄ̪۠͞וᄩᖝࡖ
ॠ࣎Ăహ̃زᔗ՞Ѣ೫ΜĄహ̃زгૃ༚
྅̎གᆾΜ˝ă
҂̪۠͞וĂՎᄩᇜҗ२ॠ࣎Ă
̃زᔗгࣆ͔ˮă
Ҭࣆ͔ಿॠᕨЧẴزವಿॠੴΜ
˝ă
ವߎ֣ិĂិг֣྅Ă֣྅ವ૿ͼ
Ҋϣă
Ԧ ࣆ ா ˟ ߉   ල ᓙ Ă૿ ͼ ࠺    ၶ
Ќ Ă п ဉ ଁ ᙠ ̃ ྅  ܓ Ăವ ណ ї   Ԛ
ۏĂၶˮΏၶĂсСଁិណїă
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indeed, what had been glorious now has no glory
because of the tremendously greater glory of what
replaced it. 3:11 For if what was made ineffective
came with glory, how much more has what remains
come in glory! 3:12 Therefore, since we have such a
hope, we behave with great boldness, 3:13 and not
like Moses who used to put a veil over his face to
keep the Israelites from staring at the result of the
glory that was made ineffective. 3:14 But their minds
were closed. For to this very day, the same veil remains when they hear the old covenant read. It has
not been removed because only in Christ is it taken
away. 3:15 But until this very day whenever Moses
is read, a veil lies over their minds, 3:16 but when
one turns to the Lord, the veil is removed. 3:17 Now
the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the
Lord is present, there is freedom. 3:18 And we all,
with unveiled faces reflecting the glory of the Lord,
are being transformed into the same image from one
degree of glory to another, which is from the Lord,
who is the Spirit.

ΰౡ!
ܱᘱ֯؆ሊ˦!

Paul’s Perseverance in Ministry

1

4:1 Therefore, since we have this ministry, just
as God has shown us mercy, we do not become discouraged. 4:2 But we have rejected shameful hidden
deeds, not behaving with deceptiveness or distorting
the word of God, but by open proclamation of the
truth we commend ourselves to everyone’s conscience before God. 4:3 But even if our gospel is
veiled, it is veiled only to those who are perishing,
4:4 among whom the god of this age has blinded the
minds of those who do not believe so they would
not see the light of the glorious gospel of Christ,
who is the image of God. 4:5 For we do not proclaim
ourselves, but Jesus Christ as Lord, and ourselves as
your slaves for Jesus’ sake. 4:6 For God, who said
“Let light shine out of darkness,” is the one who
shined in our hearts to give us the light of the glorious knowledge of God in the face of Christ.

2

3
4

5
6

Ԧࣆ߉ᄊᇓᇔĂ˝ץహᖙ̵Ăವ̘ಈ
ᓘĄ
˛ְ֣າߍΝह֯ୡඖ˝Ă̘ҕྗ
Ă̘ᖰᓽ! য়ྼĄΩোڀܐΌ
ּĂпг! য়ࢫ݇ԮҊ̍ᖦᄂЦ˟ֈ
͔ă
сڌԦࣆࢯᄊቴĂವߎᄊቴгໜ˷
˟֖ˮă
Ѩඇ̘˟̜ܪĂఛహʹࠦ !য়ԗሹ˝͔
ிĂ̘Χૃ༚ၶᚸࢯЌලࣆĄૃ
༚ύߎ! য়ဉă
Ԧ ࣆ ࣦ ̘ ߎ ๆ Ҋ ̍ Ă˛ ߎ ๆ ૃ ༚  ᎗ ࠍ
Ă֬ͶҊ̍Ю᎗Үүࣆဈ˟ă
֣ӖײЌଁแາ྅Όּ !য়Ă̎ག
гԦࣆ͔྅ĂΧԦࣆ૿ۡ! য়ၶᚸЌĂ
ផг᎗ૃ༚ࢫˮă

ແࢥၶᚸ!

An Eternal Weight of Glory

7

4:7 But we have this treasure in clay jars, so that
the extraordinary power belongs to God and does
not come from us. 4:8 We are experiencing trouble
on every side, but are not crushed; we are perplexed,
but not driven to despair; 4:9 we are persecuted, but
not abandoned; we are knocked down, but not destroyed, 4:10 always carrying around in our body the
death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may also be
made visible in our body. 4:11 For we who are alive
are constantly being handed over to death for Jesus’
sake, so that the life of Jesus may also be made visible

ԦࣆѢహᚖ֒ٷгϝጠ྅Ăࢊផڀహఁ́
ਔ˦ĂߎΌ !ٹয়Ă̘ߎΌٹԦࣆă
8
ԦࣆΰࢫץᇱĂ̘ݑఛӦҜĄ͔྅ҮᙰĂ
̘ݑҋδĄ
9
ው྿࢜Ă̘ݑఛϳୡĄφࣅ˝Ă̘ݑҋѩ
˷Ą
10 ֖ˮ૰૱ල᎗ѩĂָ᎗ϟĂ˴ផ
ڀгԦࣆ֖ˮă
11 ЮࠍԦࣆహ߾ල˟Ăߎ૰ࠍ᎗ఛϸٹ
ѩвĂָ᎗ϟĂгԦࣆహτѩ֖ˮ
ផڀΌּă
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హᇸ࠺ּĂѩߎгԦࣆ֖ˮ൳છĂϟݑг
үࣆ֖ˮ൳છă
ҬԦࣆ߉Ѣ͔ܪĂϑсགˮੂලᄱĂĹԦ
ЮܪĂ٘ͼсѨᄱྕăĺԦࣆ˴ܪĂ٘ͼ
˴ᄱྕĄ
Ҋ̍ۡྼĂ֣Χ᎗ೆ߾Ă˴τΧԦ
ࣆᄂ᎗˗Сೆ߾Ă֬ͶΧԦࣆᄂүࣆ˗
С৬гࢫ݇ă
˱֯ోߎࠍүࣆĂпΧऽ್Ю˟й൳Ώ
ᆦĂຎᔀॽβផйĂͼၶᚸᕨᄂ! য়ă
٘ͼԦࣆ̘ಈᓘĄβលᔴ໐ᗻĂ̯͔ݑ
˗͆ັҫ˗͆ă
ԦࣆహҋᇵҋᅄࡳຽĂࢊࠍԦࣆїವແ
ࢥͦϕᅇၶᚸă
ּࣦԦࣆ̘ߎᜩ٘نĂ˛ߎᜩ̘٘ن
ĄЮࠍ٘ߎᇵॠĂ̘٘ߎ
ϕᅇă
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in our mortal body. 4:12 As a result, death is at work
in us, but life is at work in you. 4:13 But since we
have the same spirit of faith as that shown in what
has been written, “I believed; therefore I spoke,”
we also believe, therefore we also speak. 4:14 We do
so because we know that the one who raised up Jesus will also raise us up with Jesus and will bring us
with you into his presence. 4:15 For all these things
are for your sake, so that the grace that is including
more and more people may cause thanksgiving to
increase to the glory of God. 4:16 Therefore we do
not despair, but even if our physical body is wearing
away, our inner person is being renewed day by day.
4:17 For our momentary, light suffering is producing
for us an eternal weight of glory far beyond all
comparison 4:18 because we are not looking at what
can be seen but at what cannot be seen. For what
can be seen is temporary, but what cannot be seen is
eternal.

̢ౡ!
ዪ͔ܪā̘ጳி!

Living by Faith, Not by Sight

1

Ԧ ࣆ ࣦ ۡ ྼ ĂԦ ࣆ హ в ˮ   ജ ࡵ  ٴ໐
˝Ăτ૿! য়٘ృĂ̘ߎ˟͗٘ృĂг͆
ˮϕфގٖă
2
Ԧࣆгహജ྅ለाĂຏ૿֣ଁ͆ˮּ
ގٖĂпဉࡌˮҖچĄ
3
࣏ ࡵ ࡌ ˮ Ăఛ ࿂   ॠ ࣎ ವ ̘ ҋ ֖ ֓ ٹ
˝ă
4
Ԧࣆгహജ྅Ăለा౺ࡳĂ֬ᙷܦຌ௱
ˬహ࣍Ă˛ߎᙷຌࡌˮ֣࣍ĂпΧహτѩ
ఛϟӋໜ˝ă
5
ࠍѨેഘԦࣆವߎ! য়Ă˪ඛԦࣆ
ཏិҮጳፁăĥࣦ͚ҮኲĦ
6
٘ͼԦࣆॠ૰ᛴĂ֬Ͷፌ૿ԦࣆҜ
г֖̯ܭᄂ࠸ᗒă
7
ЮԦࣆҕ֯ࠍ˟Ăߎጳල͔ܪĂ̘ߎጳල
ிă
8
ԦࣆᛴĂߎԿᙷຌᗒพ֖លᄂС
Ҝă
9
٘ͼኡߎҜг֖̯Ăᗒพ֖βĂԦࣆϱ
˝ԟЧĂࢊ૿ಇॅă
10 Ю ࠍ Ԧ ࣆ ா ˟ Ă τ ࢊ г ૃ ༚ ᄁ ݇ ផ ᜧ Ό
ּĂΧЦ˟ලύ֖٘ҕĂٔඟٔೊץ
ಠă

5:1 For we know that if our earthly house, the
tent we live in, is dismantled, we have a building
from God, a house not built by human hands, that is
eternal in the heavens. 5:2 For in this earthly house
we groan, because we desire to put on our heavenly
dwelling, 5:3 if indeed, after we have put on our
heavenly house, we will not be found naked. 5:4 For
we groan while we are in this tent, since we are
weighed down, because we do not want to be unclothed, but clothed, so that what is mortal may be
swallowed up by life. 5:5 Now the one who prepared
us for this very purpose is God, who gave us the
Spirit as a down payment. 5:6 Therefore we are always full of courage, and we know that as long as
we are alive here on earth we are absent from the
Lord— 5:7 for we live by faith, not by sight. 5:8
Thus we are full of courage and would prefer to be
away from the body and at home with the Lord. 5:9
So then whether we are alive or away, we make it
our ambition to please him. 5:10 For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each
one may be paid back according to what he has done
while in the body, whether good or evil.

ᄂ! য়пܪा!

The Message of Reconciliation

11

5:11 Therefore, because we know the fear of the
Lord, we try to persuade people, but we are well
known to God, and I hope we are well known to
your consciences too. 5:12 We are not trying to
commend ourselves to you again, but are giving you
an opportunity to be proud of us, so that you may be

Ԧࣆ߉ۡྼߎΝࠥĂ٘ͼᚌ˟ĂҬԦ
ࣆг! য়ࢫ݇ߎផڀĂ࠼гүࣆֈ
͔྅˴ߎផڀă
12 Ԧࣆ̘ߎЧүࣆВᓜᖦҊ̍Ă˛ߎΧүࣆ
ЮԦࣆѢΝྑ̜ఌĂп၅֣ጳβᄺ̘ጳ̯
͔ྑ˽˟ĂѢ֎Νඌă

࣮ڑйޡ२
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ԦࣆࡵᙸڌղĂߎࠍ! য়ĄࡵڌᖯцĂߎ
ࠍүࣆă
ּࣦૃ༚ຐ፫ᐼԦࣆĄЮԦࣆຏ˗˟߉
അா˟ѩĂா˟ವోѩ˝Ą
֬Ͷഅா˟ѩĂߎΧְ֣߾ල˟Ă̘
В ࠍ Ҋ ̍ ߾ Ă˛ ࠍ അ  ࣆ ѩ ҂ ೆ ߾  
߾ă
٘ͼԦࣆଁ̪ͼޡĂ̘ጳලβᄺĥࣦ͚Ү
̯លύ༻СĦᄭ˟˝Ąᔴጳලβᄺᄭ࿄
ૃ༚Ăс̪̘ݑВహᇸᄭ˝ă
ࡵѢ˟гૃ༚྅Ăವߎັృ˟Ąᖝ֯
̎࿄Ăోណїັ˝ă
˗̶ోߎΌ !ٹয়Ăᖢලૃ༚ָԦࣆᄂ
пĂ˪ᚌ˟ᄂпᖙ̵ඛԦ
ࣆĄ
హ ವ ߎ ! য় г ૃ ༚ ྅ ĂΧ ʹ ˟ ᄂ Ҋ ̍ 
пĂ̘ࣆ࿄ϙᕨ֖ࣆוˮĄ֬Ͷ
హпྼੈͽ˝Ԧࣆă
٘ͼԦࣆҮૃ༚ۯָĂವпဉ! য়ᖢԦ
ࣆᚌүࣆ˗ਟĄԦࣆഅૃ༚Տүࣆᄂ! য়
пă
! য়ָ֣ཊĂĥཊࣦ͚Ү̘ۡཊĦ
അ Ԧ ࣆ ї ࠍ ཊ Ą п Χ Ԧ ࣆ г  ྅ ࢫ ї ࠍ!
য়ཌă
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able to answer those who take pride in outward
appearance and not in what is in the heart. 5:13 For if
we are out of our minds, it is for God; if we are of
sound mind, it is for you. 5:14 For the love of Christ
controls us, since we have concluded this, that
Christ died for all; therefore all have died. 5:15 And
he died for all so that those who live should no
longer live for themselves but for him who died for
them and was raised. 5:16 So then from now on we
acknowledge no one from an outward human point
of view. Even though we have known Christ from
such a human point of view, now we do not know
him in that way any longer. 5:17 So then, if anyone
is in Christ, he is a new creation; what is old has
passed away—look, what is new has come! 5:18 And
all these things are from God who reconciled us to
himself through Christ, and who has given us the
ministry of reconciliation. 5:19 In other words, in
Christ God was reconciling the world to himself, not
counting people’s trespasses against them, and he
has given us the message of reconciliation. 5:20
Therefore we are ambassadors for Christ, as though
God were making His plea through us. We plead
with you on Christ’s behalf, “Be reconciled to
God!” 5:21 God made the one who did not know sin
to be sin for us, so that in him we would become the
righteousness of God.

̰ౡ!
ࠍ! য়ࡳץဈ˟ࣆ!

God’s Suffering Servants

1

6:1 Now because we are fellow workers, we also
urge you not to receive the grace of God in vain. 6:2
For he says, “I heard you at the acceptable time,
and in the day of salvation I helped you.” Look,
now is the acceptable time; look, now is the day of
salvation! 6:3 We do not give anyone an occasion
for taking an offense in anything, so that no fault
may be found with our ministry. 6:4 But as God’s
servants, we have commended ourselves in every
way, with great endurance, in persecutions, in difficulties, in distresses, 6:5 in beatings, in imprisonments, in riots, in troubles, in sleepless nights, in
hunger, 6:6 by purity, by knowledge, by patience, by
benevolence, by the Holy Spirit, by genuine love, 6:7
by truthful teaching, by the power of God, with
weapons of righteousness both for the right hand
and for the left, 6:8 through glory and dishonor,
through slander and praise; regarded as impostors,
and yet true; 6:9 as unknown, and yet well-known;
as dying and yet—see!—we continue to live; as
those who are scourged and yet not executed; 6:10 as
sorrowful, but always rejoicing, as poor, but making
many rich, as having nothing, and yet possessing
everything.

2

3
4

5
6

Ԧࣆᄂ! য়С̌Ă˴ᚌүࣆĂ̘Νऴץ
ऽĄ
Ю ࠍ  ᄱ Ă Ĺг ॅ ৻  ॠ ࣎ Ă Ԧ ᑔ ̮ ˝
үĄгଽ̃ĂԦଽ˝үăĺ࠺ࣸĂ
நгϑߎॅ৻ॠ࣎Ăநгϑߎଽ͞
̃ă
Ԧࣆ˱֯ో̘Χ˟ѢӷᘢĂҹ૿హᖙ̵ఛ
˟໐ᓻĄ
̈́ࣅгЦᇸ֯ˮĂڀܐҊ̍ߎ! য়Ϡ
˟ĂವсгదйԠĂଇᙰĂቍͺĂӦ
ࡳĂ
ᗚφĂႽ༯ĂᕗโĂ๓౺Ă⪟ᏸĂ̘ࢳĂ

ሑĂۡᙉĂޭԠĂऽຍĂཏិຎ̻Ă
ઁຐ͔Ă
7
ো၀ྼĂ! য়́ਔĄ̤ཌҺጠг
μгΟĄ
8
ၶᚸ௦ĂೊШ࡙ШĄҫͻߎᄴ˟Ă
ྔߎݑ၀Ą
9
ҫͻ̘ࠍ˟٘ۡĂ٘˟ߎݑБۡĄҫͻ
ࢊѩĂ߾ߎݑලĄҫͻץమჲĂ̘ߎݑ
ҋಈĄ
10 ҫͻᇍຒĂߎݑ૰૰ԢሃĄҫͻలቍĂ
ߎݑΧదй˟ರ֕Ąҫͻ˗٘ѢĂݑ
ߎᇸᇸోѢă

࣮ڑйޡ२
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11

࣮ڑй˟ࣸĂԦࣆЧүࣆĂ˽ߎૹพĂ
͔ߎᆴԇă
12 үࣆফ৪Ăࣦ̘гͻԦࣆĂߎгͻҊ̍
͔ཕফ৪ă
13 үࣆ˴ࢊᇸϠᆴԇ͔ಠඌԦĄԦహྕ
ϑဉ၅Ҋ̍̃ބᄱă

6:11 We have spoken freely to you, Corinthians;
our heart has been opened wide to you. 6:12 Our affection for you is not restricted, but you are restricted in your affections for us. 6:13 Now as a fair
exchange—I speak as to my children—open wide
your hearts to us also.

̘С˗ష!

Unequal Partners

14

6:14 Do not become partners with those who do
not believe, for what partnership is there between
righteousness and lawlessness, or what fellowship
does light have with darkness? 6:15 And what
agreement does Christ have with Beliar? Or what
does a believer share in common with an unbeliever? 6:16 And what mutual agreement does the
temple of God have with idols? For we are the temple of the living God, just as God said, “I will live in
them and will walk among them, and I will be their
God, and they will be my people.” 6:17 Therefore
“come out from their midst, and be separate,” says
the Lord, “and touch no unclean thing, and I will
welcome you, 6:18 and I will be a father to you, and
you will be my sons and daughters,” says the AllPowerful Lord.

15

16
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үࣆ࠸̘ࣦܪ̘੧Ă̘ࢊС˗షĄ
ཌ̘ཌѢࠣᆂ࠸ϸĄЌڀแາѢࠣ
ᆂ࠸Ą
ૃ༚قДĥقДವߎᇨҬҽШĦѢࠣ
ᆂ࠸Ąܪܪ̘Ѣࠣᆂ࠸̑
Ą
! য়໑ઉဉѢࠣᆂ࠸СĄЮࠍԦࣆ
ߎϕϟ! য়໑Ąವс! য়ഄᄱĂĹԦࢊ
гࣆ̙ภئҜĂгࣆ̙ภּؿĄԦࢊ
Үࣆ !য়ĂࣆࢊҮԦ̃ϓăĺ
˪ᄱĂĹүࣆઙࢊଁࣆ̙ภΌּĂᄂ
ࣆ̵ҽĂ̘ࢊ̘ڬሑஏێĂԦವћ৻ү
ࣆă
ԦࢊҮүࣆͬĂүࣆࢊҮԦ̂ăĺ
హߎАਔᄱă

˚ౡ!
Ҋሑ!

Self-Purification

1

7:1 Therefore, since we have these promises,
dear friends, let us cleanse ourselves from everything that could defile the body and the spirit, and
thus accomplish holiness out of reverence for God.
7:2 Make room for us in your hearts; we have
wronged no one, we have ruined no one, we have
exploited no one. 7:3 I do not say this to condemn
you, for I told you before that you are in our hearts
so that we die together and live together with you.

2
3

ᏏຐԘ·ܟĂԦࣆ߉ѢహඇᑔదĂವ༉
ሑஏҊ̍ĂੴΜ֖លិᅾ˗̶ѲᖄĂຯ
ࠥ! য়Ă૿ͼїཏă
үࣆࢊ͔вᆴ́ћ৻ԦࣆĄԦࣆώഄᓩ
አĂώഄିᗻአĂώഄҪአءܭă
ԦᄱహྕĂ̘ߎࢊ؟үࣆཊĄԦ̎གᄱ
࿄Ăүࣆ૰гԦࣆ͔྅ĂଏᙷᄂүࣆСϟ
Сѩă

Χ˟ᇍຒ!ܪ

A Letter That Caused Sadness

4

7:4 I have great confidence in you; I take great
pride on your behalf. I am filled with encouragement; I am overflowing with joy in the midst of all
our suffering. 7:5 For even when we came into Macedonia, our body had no rest at all, but we were
troubled in every way—struggles from the outside,
fears from within. 7:6 But God, who encourages the
downhearted, encouraged us by the arrival of Titus.
7:7 We were encouraged not only by his arrival, but
also by the encouragement you gave him, as he reported to us your longing, your mourning, your deep
concern for me, so that I rejoiced more than ever. 7:8
For even if I made you sad by my letter, I do not regret having written it (even though I did regret it, for
I see that my letter made you sad, though only for a
short time). 7:9 Now I rejoice, not because you were

5

6
7

8

Ԧ́́ٷᓘĂЧүࣆᄱྕĄԦЮүࣆй
йྑ˽Ă႔૿шᇏĄԦࣆг˗̶ଇᙰ̵̙
βԢሃă
Ԧࣆଁ݇ವߎ˝וॠ࣎Ă֖ល˴
̘૿ලшွĂಚውଇᙰĂβѢۊጻĂ̯
ѢᛴَĄ
Ҭ֣шᇏಈই̜˟ !য়Ăᖢල೨йּш
ᇏ˝ԦࣆĄ
̘ҬᖢලּĂ˴ᖢලଁүࣆ٘૿ш
ᇏĂшᇏ˝ԦࣆĄЮԮүࣆຏنĂݕ
ၚĂЧԦሣ͔Ăోӗ˝ԦĂΧԦԿ
Ώᝋಇă
ԦЏ݇ᆶܪΧүࣆᇍຒĄԦּޡᔴጹ
ृĂс̪̘ݑጹृĄЮԦۡྼ֣ܪΧүࣆ
ᇍຒĂ̘࿄ߎᇵॠă

࣮ڑйޡ२
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с̪ԦᝋಇĂ̘ߎЮүࣆᇍຒĂߎЮүࣆ
ଁᇍຒ̙ϟΌጹृּĄүࣆֵල! য়ຌ
ޤᇍຒĂ˱֯ವ̘ҋٹЮԦࣆץᓩສ˝ă
Юࠍֵල! য়ຌޤᇍຒĂವϟΌ՞Ѣޡ
ृጹृּĂͼ૿ଽĄҬʹܷᇍຒĂ
ߎΧ˟ѩă
ү࠺Ăүࣆֵල! য়ຌޤᇍຒĂଁѨವ
ϟΌҢඇၔ๓ĂҊĂҊޫĂऺᛴĂຏ
نĂሣ͔ĂమჲĄĥٔҮҊమĦгహ˗̶
֯ˮүࣆోڀܐҊ̍ߎሑஏă
Ԧᔴଁ݇ᆶܪඛүࣆĂ֣ࠍߎ̘ݑᓩ
˟  Ă ˴ ̘ ߎ ࠍ ֣  ˟ ץᓩ   Ă ˛ ࢊ г!
য়ࢫ݇ĂԮүࣆᜩنԦࣆሣ͔ĂڀܐΌ
ּă
߆ѨԦࣆ૿˝шᇏĂ֬Ͷгшᇏ̜̙ĂЮ
үࣆா˟ָ೨й͔྅ၯԢᝋಇĂԦࣆವԿ
Ώᝋಇ˝ă
Ԧࡵ၅೨йྑሧ˝үࣆࠣᆂĂ˴ᛆ૿՞Ѣ
ၛບĄЮԦ၅೨йྑሧүࣆྕĂї˝ো
ĄϑсԦ၅үࣆ٘ᄱྕĂ˴ోߎো
ă
֬Ͷ೨йຏүࣆா˟چีĂߎާᇸऺ
ᛴጻဎଣޝĂຐүࣆ͔ཕವ൳
ሣ˝ă
Ԧс̪ᝋಇĂਔг˱֯ˮࠍүࣆ͔ٷă
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made sad, but because you were made sad to the
point of repentance. For you were made sad as God
intended, so that you were not harmed in any way
by us. 7:10 For sadness as intended by God produces
a repentance that leads to salvation, leaving no regret, but worldly sadness brings about death. 7:11
For see what this very thing, this sadness as God intended, has produced in you: what eagerness, what
defense of yourselves, what indignation, what alarm,
what longing, what deep concern, what punishment!
In everything you have proved yourselves to be innocent in this matter. 7:12 So then, even though I
wrote to you, it was not on account of the one who
did wrong, or on account of the one who was
wronged, but to reveal to you your eagerness on our
behalf before God. 7:13 Therefore we have been encouraged. And in addition to our own encouragement, we rejoiced even more at the joy of Titus, because all of you have refreshed his spirit. 7:14 For if
I have boasted to him about anything concerning
you, I have not been embarrassed by you, but just as
everything we said to you was true, so our boasting
to Titus about you has proved true as well. 7:15 And
his affection for you is much greater when he remembers the obedience of you all, how you welcomed him with fear and trembling. 7:16 I rejoice
because in everything I am fully confident in you.

ˢౡ!
Ᏸї॔Ӄ!֯

Completing the Collection for the Saints

1

8:1 Now we make known to you, brothers and
sisters, the grace of God given to the churches of
Macedonia, 8:2 that during a severe ordeal of suffering, their abundant joy and their extreme poverty
have overflowed in the wealth of their generosity.
8:3 For I testify, they gave according to their means
and beyond their means. They did so voluntarily, 8:4
begging us with great earnestness for the blessing
and fellowship of helping the saints. 8:5 And they
did this not just as we had hoped, but they gave
themselves first to the Lord and to us by the will of
God. 8:6 Thus we urged Titus that, just as he had
previously begun this work, so also he should complete this act of kindness for you. 8:7 But as you excel in everything—in faith, in speech, in knowledge,
and in all eagerness and in the love from us that is in
you—make sure that you excel in this act of kindness too. 8:8 I am not saying this as a command, but
I am testing the genuineness of your love by comparison with the eagerness of others. 8:9 For you
know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that although he was rich, he became poor for your sakes,
so that you by his poverty could become rich. 8:10
So here is my opinion on this matter: It is to your
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Ԙ·ࣆĂԦԮ! য়ඛாା຺ऽ
ӗүࣆĄ
ವߎࣆгଇᙰ̙ྎ́ץॠ࣎Ă̩Ѣ
႔֕ԢሃĂгແቍ̜ภĂᔗॽβផΌ
ࣆሃ॔ݒऽă
ԦΝͼᙊߎࣆڀල˦ฒĂ҂Ͷ˴࿄˝
˦ฒĂҊ̍Ϟ͔ሃຌ॔ӃĄ
В˫ՏԦࣆĂࣝࣆгహֺඛཏऴऽ
ଏˮѢ̵Ą
֬Ͷࣆ٘ҮĂ̘ҬԦࣆ٘ຏĂ
Կ! য়ѝຌĂЏԮҊ̍ᚤඛĂ˪ᕨ
˝ܡԦࣆă
ЮѨԦᚌ೨йĂ߉гүࣆ̙ภพᏰహຍ
್֯Ăವ༉Ᏸї˝ă
үࣆ߉г͔ܪĂ˽̕ĂۡᙉĂሣ͔Ă
ޝԦࣆຐ͔ˮĂోॽβផΌ႔ּ֕Ăವ
༉гహຍ್֯ˮĂ˴ॽβផΌ႔ּ֕ă
ԦᄱహྕĂ̘ߎӖײүࣆĂ˛ߎᖢලҽ˟
ሣ͔Ăྎយүࣆຐ͔၀гă
үࣆۡྼԦࣆ᎗ૃ༚ऽĂύּ
ರ֕Ăࠍݑүࣆї˝లቍĂΧүࣆЮ
లቍĂΝͼїࠍರ֕ă

࣮ڑйޡ२
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Ԧгహ֯ˮԮԦຌӗүࣆĂߎᄂү
ࣆѢেĄЮࠍүࣆˬ͗Ᏸహ֯Ą҂ͶѨ
͔ຌĂ̎གѢ˗я˝ă
11 с̪ವ༉Ᏸїహ֯Ą߉ѢᙷҮ͔Ă˴༉
үࣆ٘ѢΜᏰїă
12 Юࠍ˟ࡵѢᙷҮ͔Ăτᄊॅ৻Ă˛ߎ
٘ѢĂ̘֬ߎ٘ă
13 Ԧࣦ̘ߎࢊҽ˟ᅄ࠶ĂүࣆץĂ
14

˛ࢊӭοĄವߎࢊүࣆರድĂநгΝͼ
ྂࣆ̘֕ĂָࣆರድĂּ˴Ν
ͼྂүࣆ̘֕Ăహವӭο˝ă
15 сགˮ٘ੂĂĹйћ˴՞ѢድĂ͋ћ
˴՞Ѣ৾ăĺ
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advantage, since you made a good start last year
both in your giving and your desire to give, 8:11 to
finish what you started, so that just as you wanted to
do it eagerly, you can also complete it according to
your means. 8:12 For if the eagerness is present, the
gift itself is acceptable according to whatever one
has, not according to what he does not have. 8:13 For
I do not say this so there would be relief for others
and suffering for you, but as a matter of equality.
8:14 At the present time, your abundance will meet
their need, so that one day their abundance may also
meet your need, and thus there may be equality, 8:15
as it is written: “The one who gathered much did
not have too much, and the one who gathered little
did not have too little.”

೨йІઙ!

The Mission of Titus

16

8:16 But thanks be to God who put in the heart of
Titus the same devotion I have for you, 8:17 because
he not only accepted our request, but since he was
very eager, he is coming to you of his own accord.
8:18 And we are sending along with him the brother
who is praised by all the churches for his work in
spreading the gospel. 8:19 In addition, this brother
has also been chosen by the churches as our traveling companion as we administer this generous gift
to the glory of the Lord himself and to show our
readiness to help. 8:20 We did this as a precaution so
that no one should blame us in regard to this generous gift we are administering. 8:21 For we are concerned about what is right not only before the Lord
but also before men. 8:22 And we are sending with
them our brother whom we have tested many times
and found eager in many matters, but who now is
much more eager than ever because of the great confidence he has in you. 8:23 If there is any question
about Titus, he is my partner and fellow worker
among you; if there is any question about our brothers, they are messengers of the churches, a glory to
Christ. 8:24 Therefore show them openly before the
churches the proof of your love and of our pride in
you.
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йᔀ! য়Ăຎછ೨й͔ĂΧޝүࣆআ
๓ĂဉԦ˗ᇸă
ߎ˝ԦᚌĄҬҊ̍Կߎሣ͔Ă
ଏᙷؿүࣆ֣྅Μă
Ԧࣆᔗφ൳˗қԘ·СΜĄహ˟г
ࢯˮ૿˝ாା຺៘Ą
̘ҬహᇸĂ˴ఛாା຺߃ᏳĂԦࣆС
ҕĂԮ٘ੈᄂͽԦࣆహ॔ྦ˝וĂΝ
ͼၶᚸĂ˪ڀܐԦࣆሃຌ͔ă
హವҹ૿Ѣ˟ЮԦࣆћ॔ᅘޜйĂವ߃
Ԧࣆߎ̘ă
Ԧࣆ͔ҕЌ֯ڀĂ̘Ҭгࢫ݇Ăವ
г˟ࢫ݇Ă˴ߎహᇸă
Ԧࣆ˪φ൳˗қ·ԘСΜĄహ˟ሣ͔Ă
Ԧࣆгదй֯ˮĂ၆ѧྎយ࿄ĂநгЮ
ࠍܪүࣆĂವԿΏሣ͔˝ă
ኡו೨йĂߎԦСҠĂ˗Сࠍүࣆ౺
༧Ąኡ֣וқԘ·Ăࣆߎாା຺
ָۯĂߎૃ༚ၶᚸă
٘ͼүࣆઙࢊгாା຺ࢫ݇Ăផڀүࣆຐ
͔ጳፁĂ֬Ԧ٘ྑሧүࣆጳፁă

˜ౡ!
ᑑӃཏऴ॔ട!

Preparing the Gift

1

ኡֺוඛཏऴ֯ĂԦ̘τᆶܪඛүࣆĄ

2

ЮࠍԦۡྼүࣆሃຌ͔Ă૰၅˟
ྑሧүࣆĂᄱֱྌֱ˟Ꮱ౮п˝Ă̎གѢ
˗я˝Ą֬Ͷүࣆሣ͔፫છ˝దй˟ă
ҬԦφ൳֣ಿқԘ·ΜĂࢊΧүࣆԦ
ྕᏡ౮Ԁ༉Ąҹ૿Ԧࣆгహ֯ˮྑሧүࣆ
ྕཡ˝ۨă

9:1 For it is not necessary for me to write you
about this service to the saints, 9:2 because I know
your eagerness to help. I keep boasting to the Macedonians about this eagerness of yours, that Achaia
has been ready to give since last year, and your zeal
to participate has stirred up most of them. 9:3 But I
am sending these brothers so that our boasting about
you may not be empty in this case, so that you may
be ready just as I kept telling them. 9:4 For if any of
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༰˗Ѣ˟ᄂԦࣆСΜĂүࣆ՞Ѣ
Ꮱ౮ĂವΧԦࣆ٘ቀܪĂ̈́ї˝௦ບĄ
үࣆ௦ບĂԿ̘Ϡᄱ˝ă
ЮѨĂԦຏ̘૿̘Տ֣ಿқԘ·ĂЏוү
ࣆ֣྅ΜĂԮଁ݇٘ᑔదྦ॔ĂᏡ౮Ԁ
༉ĂವផΌүࣆ٘॔ĂߎΌٹሃຌĂ̘
ߎΌૺٹĄ
͋͋ћĂййћĄహྕߎোă
Ц˟ࢊᐋύ͔٘੨؟Ą̘ࢊҮᙰĂ̘ࢊ
ૺĄЮࠍ॔૿ሃຌ˟Ăߎ! য়٘ಇຐ
ă
! য়ਔЦᇸऽ್ĂййΏඛүࣆĄ
ָүࣆ˱֯૰૰Ά֕ĂਔйҕЦᇸඟ֯Ą
сགˮ٘ੂĂĹ߈ହĂᑺలቍĄ
̤ཌфוϕᅇăĺ
֣ඛᇨĂᖎඛ˟ಘĂτйй
Ώඛүࣆв̃Ă˪ᆦүࣆ̤ཌ
̃ڌĄ
Χүࣆ˱֯ರ֕ĂΝͼйй߈ହĂವᖢල
Ԧࣆָຎᔀᕨ !ٹয়ă
ЮࠍᏰహֺඛ֯Ă̘Ҭྂཏऴ৾ͺĂ
҂ͶΧదй˟൳ຎᔀ! য়ă
ࣆଁహֺඛ֯ˮ૿˝ጳፁĂۡྼүࣆ
ٙᄭૃ༚ีچࢯĂйй॔ඛ
ࣆா˟Ăܭၶᚸᕨᄂ! য়Ą
ࣆ˴Ю! য়ແ́ऽĂផгүࣆ͔
྅Ăವ̶̶ຏنүࣆĂࠍүࣆࡅᘣă
ຎᔀ! য়ĂЮѢᄱ̘Ⴜऽă
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the Macedonians should come with me and find that
you are not ready to give, we would be humiliated
(not to mention you) by this confidence we had in
you. 9:5 Therefore I thought it necessary to urge
these brothers to go to you in advance and to arrange ahead of time the generous contribution you
had promised, so this may be ready as a generous
gift and not as something you feel forced to do. 9:6
My point is this: The person who sows sparingly
will also reap sparingly, and the person who sows
generously will also reap generously. 9:7 Each one
of you should give just as he has decided in his
heart, not reluctantly or under compulsion, because
God loves a cheerful giver. 9:8 And God is able to
make all grace overflow to you so that because you
have enough of everything in every way at all times,
you will overflow in every good work. 9:9 Just as it
is written, “He has scattered widely, he has given to
the poor; his righteousness remains forever.” 9:10
Now God who provides seed for the sower and
bread for food will provide and multiply your supply of seed and will cause the harvest of your righteousness to grow. 9:11 You will be enriched in every
way so that you may be generous on every occasion,
which is producing through us thanksgiving to God,
9:12 because the service of this ministry is not only
providing for the needs of the saints but is also overflowing with many thanks to God. 9:13 Through the
evidence of this service they will glorify God because of your obedience to your confession in the
gospel of Christ and the generosity of your sharing
with them and with everyone. 9:14 And in their
prayers on your behalf they long for you because of
the extraordinary grace God has shown to you. 9:15
Thanks be to God for his indescribable gift!

˨ౡ!
ܱᘱᝊߟߎଁ! য়҂ּ!

Paul’s Authority from the Lord

1

10:1 Now I, Paul, appeal to you personally by the
meekness and gentleness of Christ (I who am meek
when present among you, but am full of courage
toward you when away!)— 10:2 now I ask that when
I am present I may not have to be bold with the confidence that (I expect) I will dare to use against
some who consider us to be behaving according to
human standards. 10:3 For though we live as human
beings, we do not wage war according to human
standards, 10:4 for the weapons of our warfare are
not human weapons, but are made powerful by God
for tearing down strongholds. We tear down arguments 10:5 and every arrogant obstacle that is raised
up against the knowledge of God, and we take every
thought captive to make it obey Christ. 10:6 We are
also ready to punish every act of disobedience,
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Ԧ ܱ ᘱ Ăವ ߎ ᄂ ү ࣆ  ࢫ  ॠ ࣎ ߎ ᓼ מ
Ă̘гүࣆ֣྅ॠ࣎Чүࣆߎ
Ăс̪ᏏҊᖢලૃ༚ߗοĂᚌү
ࣆă
Ѣ˟ͼࠍԦߎጳලҔইҕ֯ĂԦ˴ͼࠍτ
ึϠޝహඇ˟ĂՏүࣆ̘ࢊΧԦг
үࣆ֣྅ॠ࣎ĂѢహᇸă
ЮࠍԦࣆᔴгҔই̙ҕ֯Ă̘ݑጳලҔ
ইۊጻĄ
ԦࣆۊጻҺጠĂύ̘ߎᛲҔইĂ˛ߎ
г ! য় ࢫ ݇ Ѣ ਔ ˦ ĂΝ ͼ Լ  ા   ᒈ
ᕐĂ
ЦᇸࢌᏕĂЦᇸ᚛˟ܠᄭᙉ! য়֣
ְҊ̜֯Ă˗ໃԼ˝Ă˪˟٘Ѣ
͔ຌဲЯĂָోีૃچ༚Ą
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6

֬ͶԦ̎གᏡ౮п˝Ăඇүࣆ˨̵ีچ
ॠ࣎Ăࢊమჲ֣˗̶̘ี˟چă
7
үࣆߎ࠺ி݇ᆂĄ࣏ࡵѢ˟Ҋߎܪᛲૃ
༚ĂࢊВຏຏĂсҢᛲૃ༚ĂԦࣆ
˴ߎсҢᛲૃ༚ă
8
ඛࣆᝊߟĂߎࢊృವүࣆĂ̘֬ߎࢊ
ିᗻүࣆĂԦವߎࠍహᝊߟൽຊྑ˽Ă˴
̘ҋٹၛບĄ
9
Ԧᄱహྕҹ૿үࣆͼࠍԦᆶނࢊߎܪᑁү
ࣆă
10 ЮࠍѢ˟ᄱĂܪĂ˪ՔࢥĂ˪ҿङĄ
̓ҋࢫĂߎݑইᄺ̘ೲĂ֎ᄫܷă
11 హඇ˟༉ຏĂԦࣆ̘г֣྅ॠ࣎Ăܪˮ
 ֎ ᄫ с Ң Ă ࢫ  ॠ ࣎ Ă ҕ ֯ ˴ τ с
Ңă

whenever your obedience is complete. 10:7 You are
looking at outward appearances. If anyone is confident that he belongs to Christ, he should reflect on
this again: Just as he himself belongs to Christ, so
too do we. 10:8 For if I boast somewhat more about
our authority that the Lord gave us for building you
up and not for tearing you down, I will not be
ashamed of doing so. 10:9 I do not want to seem as
though I am trying to terrify you with my letters,
10:10 because some say, “His letters are weighty and
forceful, but his physical presence is weak and his
speech is of no account.” 10:11 Let such a person
consider this: What we say by letters when we are
absent, we also are in actions when we are present.

ܱᘱ!ָ

Paul’s Mission

12

10:12 For we would not dare to classify or compare ourselves with some of those who recommend
themselves. But when they measure themselves by
themselves and compare themselves with themselves, they are without understanding. 10:13 But we
will not boast beyond certain limits, but will confine
our boasting according to the limits of the work to
which God has appointed us, that reaches even as
far as you. 10:14 For we were not overextending ourselves, as though we did not reach as far as you, because we were the first to reach as far as you with
the gospel about Christ. 10:15 Nor do we boast beyond
certain limits in the work done by others, but we
hope that as your faith continues to grow, our work
may be greatly expanded among you according to
our limits, 10:16 so that we may preach the gospel in
the regions that lie beyond you, and not boast of
work already done in another person’s area. 10:17
But the one who boasts must boast in the Lord.
10:18 For it is not the person who commends himself
who is approved, but the person the Lord commends.
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ЮࠍԦࣆ̘Ҋ֣̍Ҋᖦ˟СД࠸
ͦĄࣆϠҊ̍ޗฒҊ̍ĂϠҊ̍ͦྴҊ
̍Ă˛ߎ̘྾ă
Ԧࣆ̘ᙷຌ̵βྑ˽ĂΩࢊ! য়٘ฒඛ
ԦࣆࢧࠦĂຮוүࣆ֣྅ă
Ԧࣆ֬ܦ࿄˝Ҋ̍ࢧࠦĂпဉຮ̘וү
ࣆ֣྅ĄЮࠍԦࣆќವוүࣆ֣྅Ăๆ˝
ૃ༚ࢯă
Ԧࣆ̘ලҽ˟٘౺༧Ă̵βྑ˽ĄҬ
үࣆ͔ܪᆦܛॠ࣎Ă٘ฒඛԦࣆ
ࠦࢧĂವΝͼЮලүࣆԿΏพढĂ
૿ͼࢯๆוүࣆͼβв͝Ă̘֬ߎ
гҽ˟ࠦࢧ̜̯Ăᖢලநї˽ྑ֯ă
Ҭྑ˽༉ලྑ˽ă
Юࠍᄊॅ৻Ă̘ߎҊ̍దĂ˛ߎ
٘దă

˨˗ౡ!
ܱᘱᇱ၅!˟

Paul and His Opponents

1

11:1 I wish that you would be patient with me in
a little foolishness, but indeed you are being patient
with me! 11:2 For I am jealous for you with godly
jealousy, because I promised you in marriage to one
husband, to present you as a pure virgin to Christ.
11:3 But I am afraid that just as the serpent deceived
Eve by his treachery, your minds may be led astray
from a sincere and pure devotion to Christ. 11:4 For
if someone comes and proclaims another Jesus different from the one we proclaimed, or if you receive
a different spirit than the one you received, or a
different gospel than the one you accepted, you put
u
p
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ҬᙷүࣆᆴञԦహ˗ᕆмĄ၀үࣆࣦ
ߎᆴञԦă
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үࣆсСሑඅ̂Ăᚤඛૃ༚ă
ԦΩَүࣆ͔ٔએ֡ٹĂδΜ֣Чૃ༚
٘ф৶˗ሑ͔ĂವဉఎϠྗᄴ˝
अ˗ݽᇸă
ઃсѢ˟ּĂΨๆ˗࣍᎗Ă̘ߎԦࣆ٘
ๆ࿄ĄٔۯүࣆΨិ࣍˗ץĂ̘ߎүࣆ
٘ץ࿄ĄٔۯΨๆ˗࣍ࢯĂ̘ߎүࣆ
٘૿࿄Ąүࣆञឯ˴ವቩ˝Ą
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Ԧ֎ᄫᔴܷĂԦۡᙉ̘ݑܷĄ
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Ԧᓩ˝ҽା຺ĂЧࣆ̌˝ףᆉּĂ
ඛүࣆज़˦ă
Ԧгүࣆ֣྅৾ͺॠ࣎Ă֬՞Ѣලү
ࣆ˗࣍˟ĄЮԦ٘৾ͺĂ֣ଁּ
Ԙ·ࣆోྂ֕˝ĄԦЧּ˱֯ᖯцĂޡ
ּ˴τᖯцĂᓀ̘ҋٹලүࣆă
߉Ѣૃ༚ྔ၀гԦ྅ࢫĂವ˟ਔгֱ
ྌֱ˗૱в͝ܠጾԦహҊྑă
ࠍࠣᆂĄߎЮԦ̘ຐүࣆᆂĄహѢ! য়
ۡྼă
Ԧநг٘ҮĂּޡᔗࢊҮĂࠍࢊᕜඖ֣
ְ  ፞ ຺ ˟  ፞ ຺ Ăָ  ࣆ г ٘ ྑ ֯ 
ˮĂ˴̘࿄ᄂԦࣆ˗ᇸă
֣ඇ˟ߎઃָऴĂҕ֯ྗĂ྄Үૃ༚ָ
ऴᇿᇸă
హ˴̘֕ࠍٍĄЮࠍఽᇨҬ˴྄ҮЌڀ
ָ͆ă
٘ͼभԜĂࡵ྄Ү̤ཌभԜĂ˴̘
ვԒ؇ĄࣆඔԉĂτලࣆҕ
ࠍă
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with it well enough! 11:5 For I consider myself not at
all inferior to those “super-apostles.” 11:6 And even
if I am unskilled in speaking, yet I am certainly not
so in knowledge. Indeed, we have made this plain to
you in everything in every way. 11:7 Or did I commit
a sin by humbling myself so that you could be exalted, because I proclaimed the gospel of God to you
free of charge? 11:8 I robbed other churches by receiving support from them so that I could serve you!
11:9 When I was with you and was in need, I was not
a burden to anyone, for the brothers who came from
Macedonia fully supplied my needs. I kept myself
from being a burden to you in any way, and will
continue to do so. 11:10 As the truth of Christ is in
me, this boasting of mine will not be stopped in the
regions of Achaia. 11:11 Why? Because I do not love
you? God knows I do! 11:12 And what I am doing I
will continue to do, so that I may eliminate any opportunity for those who want a chance to be regarded as our equals in the things they boast about.
11:13 For such people are false apostles, deceitful
workers, disguising themselves as apostles of Christ.
11:14 And no wonder, for even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light. 11:15 Therefore it is not surprising his servants also disguise themselves as servants of righteousness, whose end will correspond
to their actions.

ܱᘱࠍ!ࡳץ

Paul’s Sufferings for Christ

16

11:16 I say again, let no one think that I am a
fool. But if you do, then at least accept me as a fool,
so that I too may boast a little. 11:17 What I am saying with this boastful confidence I do not say the
way the Lord would. Instead it is, as it were, foolishness. 11:18 Since many are boasting according to
human standards, I too will boast. 11:19 For since
you are so wise, you put up with fools gladly. 11:20
For you put up with it if someone makes slaves of
you, if someone exploits you, if someone takes advantage of you, if someone behaves arrogantly toward you, if someone strikes you in the face. 11:21
(To my disgrace I must say that we were too weak
for that!) But whatever anyone else dares to boast
about (I am speaking foolishly), I also dare to boast
about the same thing. 11:22 Are they Hebrews? So
am I. Are they Israelites? So am I. Are they descendants of Abraham? So am I. 11:23 Are they servants
of Christ? (I am talking like I am out of my mind!) I
am even more so: with much greater labors, with far
more imprisonments, with more severe beatings,
facing death many times. 11:24 Five times I received
from the Jews forty lashes less one. 11:25 Three
times I was beaten with a rod. Once I received a
stoning. Three times I suffered shipwreck. A night
and a day I spent adrift in the open sea. 11:26 I have

ԦВᄱĂ˟̘ΝԮԦ࠺ҮмĄᓁс
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ፂଞүࣆĂٔृၘүࣆĂٔφүࣆᓙĂ
үࣆోਔԠă
ԦᄱహྕĂߎ௦Ҋ̍ĄпဉԦࣆଁ݇స
ळĄ҂˟гҢ֯ˮĂĝԦᄱέ
мྕĞԦ˴ă
ࣆߎԒҰּ˟ᆂĄԦ˴ߎăࣆߎͼґ
Д˟ᆂĄԦ˴ߎăࣆߎֱҰٚրྀޡ
ᆂĄԦ˴ߎă
ࣆߎૃ༚ဈ˟ᆂĄĝԦᄱέղྕĞԦ
ԿߎăԦͦࣆйץ౺ࡳĂйˬႽծĂץ
ᗚφߎ࿄ࢥĂ݁ѩߎ၆ѧѢĄ
ఛ ൗ ͈ ˟ ᗚ φ ̢ ѧ ĂՎ ѧ ΰ ˨ Ă ള Μ ˗
ˬĄ
ఛഗφ˝˫ѧĂఛϭᐜφ˝˗ѧĂ࿂ල௹
ᗻ˫ѧĂ˗ୌ˗гও྅ă

࣮ڑйޡ२
26

27
28
29
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32
33

˪၆ѧҕᅇྭĂውѮڪОᐌĂ൷ྡྷО
ᐌĂСୈОᐌĂβ֢˟ОᐌĂݰ྅
ОᐌĂᘇ్ОᐌĂও̙ОᐌĂઃԘ·
Оᐌă
 ץ౺ ༧ Ă ץӦ ࡳ Ă й ѧ ̘ ૿ Ⴡ Ă ˪  ˪
഼Ăйѧ̘૿ࢳĂץಯҼĂ֖֓ᜧលă
ੴ˝హβࢫ֯ĂᔗѢࠍாା຺ବ͔
֯Ă͆͆ᑄгԦ֖ˮă
ѢአసळĂԦ̘సळĄѢአࣅĂԦ̘
ൎަă
ԦࡵτึҊྑĂವྑ֣᙮ͻԦసळܭ֯
˝ă
֣ϕᅇΝ̜᎗ !ͬয়ĂۡྼԦ
̘ᄱᓾă
ѓґֱࣳ྾Ͳ͗ˬ೨༚ĂԮц́
ґ॒ࢊݰॊԦĄ
Ԧವଁඃ͖̙Ăгඊ̃྅ଁݰᒑˮఛ˟⸻
ˬΜĂ௱ᗒ˝͗ă
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been on journeys many times, in dangers from rivers, in dangers from robbers, in dangers from my
own countrymen, in dangers from Gentiles, in dangers in the city, in dangers in the wilderness, in dangers at sea, in dangers from false brothers, 11:27 in
hard work and toil, through many sleepless nights,
in hunger and thirst, many times without food, in
cold and without enough clothing. 11:28 Apart from
other things, there is the daily pressure on me of my
anxious concern for all the churches. 11:29 Who is
weak, and I am not weak? Who is led into sin, and I
do not burn with indignation? 11:30 If I must boast, I
will boast about the things that show my weakness.
11:31 The God and Father of the Lord Jesus, who is
blessed forever, knows I am not lying. 11:32 In Damascus, the governor under King Aretas was guarding the city of Damascus in order to arrest me, 11:33
but I was let down in a rope-basket through a window in the city wall, and escaped his hands.

˨˞ౡ!
ܱᘱ҆លˮ!ה

Paul’s Thorn in the Flesh

1

12:1 It is necessary to go on boasting. Though it
is not profitable, I will go on to visions and revelations from the Lord. 12:2 I know a man in Christ
who fourteen years ago (whether in the body or out
of the body I do not know, God knows) was caught
up to the third heaven. 12:3 And I know that this man
(whether in the body or apart from the body I do not
know, God knows) 12:4 was caught up into paradise
and heard things too sacred to be put into words,
things that a person is not permitted to speak. 12:5
On behalf of such an individual I will boast, but on
my own behalf I will not boast, except about my
weaknesses. 12:6 For even if I wish to boast, I will
not be a fool, for I would be telling the truth, but I
refrain from this so that no one may regard me beyond what he sees in me or what he hears from me,
12:7 even because of the extraordinary character of
the revelations. Therefore, so that I would not become arrogant, a thorn in the flesh was given to me,
a messenger of Satan to trouble me—so that I would
not become arrogant. 12:8 I asked the Lord three
times about this, that it would depart from me. 12:9
But he said to me, “My grace is enough for you, for
my power is made perfect in weakness.” So then, I
will boast most gladly about my weaknesses, so that
the power of Christ may reside in me. 12:10 Therefore I am content with weaknesses, with insults,
with troubles, with persecutions and difficulties for
the sake of Christ, for whenever I am weak, then I
am strong.

2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

ԦҊྑেĂҬԦߎ̘૿̎Ąс̪
ԦࢊᄱוផநୀϮă
Ԧᄭ૿˗࣍гૃ༚྅˟Ă݇˨ΰяఛ
೨ו˫ᆷ͆ˮΜĄٔг֖̯ĂԦ̘ۡ
ྼĄٔг֖βĂԦ˴̘ۡྼĄΩѢ! য়ۡ
ྼă
Ԧᄭ૿హ˟Ăٔг֖̯Ăٔг֖βĂԦో
̘ۡྼĄΩѢ! য়ۡྼă
ఛ೨וሃ྅Ăᔲ৩֎ᄫĂߎ˟
̘Νᄱă
ࠍహ˟ĂԦࢊྑ˽ĄҬߎࠍԦҊ̍Ăੴ˝
ԦసळͼβĂԦ̘֬ྑ˽ă
Ԧವߎᙷຌྑ˽Ă˴̘ვղĄЮࠍԦτᄱ
၀ྕĄΩߎԦ༯̘ͣᄱĂऺَѢ˟ԮԦ࠺
˝Ă࿄ٹгԦ֖ˮ٘࠺٘ă
˪ऺَԦЮ٘૿ୀϮࠣ́Ăವ࿄ٹҊ
Ă٘ͼѢ˗ॱ݈ΏԦ҆លˮĂವߎᇨҬ
भԜĂࢊԼᑜԦĂҹ૿Ԧ࿄ٹҊă
ࠍహ֯ĂԦ˫ѧՏ࿄ĂΧహ݈ᗒพԦă

၅ԦᄱĂԦऽ◮үϠĄЮࠍԦ
ਔ˦Ăߎг˟సळˮផ૿ԅАĄ٘ͼԦ
ԿಇᝋྑҊ̍సळĂпΧૃ༚ਔ˦ᖫ
ԔԦĄ
10 Ԧ ࠍ ૃ ༚  በ ߆ Ă ವ ͼ స ळ Ă ࣜ  Ă ަ
ᙰĂ྿࢜ĂӦࡳĂࠍΝಇሃĄЮԦࠣᆂ
ॠ࣎సळĂࠣᆂॠ࣎ವૺ˝ă
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ָऴጳፁ!

The Signs of an Apostle

11

12:11 I have become a fool. You yourselves
forced me to do it, for I should have been commended by you. For I lack nothing in comparison to
those “super-apostles,” even though I am nothing.
12:12 Indeed, the signs of an apostle were performed
among you with great perseverance by signs and
wonders and powerful deeds. 12:13 For how were
you treated worse than the other churches, except
that I myself was not a burden to you? Forgive me
this injustice! 12:14 Look, for the third time I am
ready to come to you, and I will not be a burden to
you, because I do not want your possessions, but
you. For children should not have to save up for
their parents, but parents for their children. 12:15
Now I will most gladly spend and be spent for your
lives! If I love you more, am I to be loved less? 12:16
But be that as it may, I have not burdened you. Yet
because I was a crafty person, I took you in by deceit! 12:17 I have not taken advantage of you through
anyone I have sent to you, have I? 12:18 I urged Titus to visit you and I sent our brother along with
him. Titus did not take advantage of you, did he?
Did we not conduct ourselves in the same spirit?
Did we not behave in the same way? 12:19 Have you
been thinking all this time that we have been defending ourselves to you? We are speaking in Christ
before God, and everything we do, dear friends, is to
build you up. 12:20 For I am afraid that somehow
when I come I will not find you what I wish, and
you will find me not what you wish. I am afraid that
somehow there may be quarreling, jealousy, intense
anger, selfish ambition, slander, gossip, arrogance,
and disorder. 12:21 I am afraid that when I come
again, my God may humiliate me before you, and I
will grieve for many of those who previously sinned
and have not repented of the impurity, sexual immorality, and licentiousness that they have practiced.

12
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Ԧї˝м˟Ăߎఛүࣆૺ྿ĄԦύྌ
ఛүࣆదញߎĄԦᔴვ̘˝ࠣᆂĂݑ՞
Ѣ˗Ѕ֯ѓְָ֣ऴͼˬă
Ԧгүࣆ̙ภĂϠѹਟԠĂᖢලয়ᖸ
؇֯லਔĂផΌָऴጳፁּă
ੴ˝Ԧ̘ලүࣆహ˗Ѕ֯ĂүࣆᔗѢࠣ
ᆂ̘֯̓ҽା຺Ąహ̘̲̜ఌĂՏү
ࣆᛜऻԦቩă
с̪Ԧφვ˫ѧוүࣆ֣྅ΜĂ˴τ̘
ලүܜĄЮԦ٘ՏߎүࣆĂ̘ߎүࣆ
ێĄͬࠍྌ̘̂ϒ᎔Ăͬϒྌࠍ
̂᎔ă
Ԧ˴Ϟ͔ሃຌࠍүࣆិᅾ˦ăᙰ
ྼԦ൳ຐүࣆĂವ൳͋૿үࣆຐ
ᆂă
ቩ˝ĂԦҊ̍֬՞ѢලүࣆĂүࣆݑѢ
˟ᄱĂԦߎྗĂϠ͔ࢌծүࣆă
Ԧ٘भוүࣆ֣྅Μ˟ĂԦᖢලࣆ˗
࣍˟Ҫ࿄үࣆءܭᆂă
Ԧᚌ˝೨йוүࣆ֣྅ΜĂ˪भ֣қ·Ԙ
ᄂСΜĄ೨йҪ࿄үࣆءܭᆂĄԦࣆ
ҕ֯Ă̘Сߎ˗͔࣍ិᆂĄ̘Сߎ˗࣍མ
ᖷᆂăĥ͔ិٔҮཏិĦ
үࣆוс̪ĂᔗຏԦࣆߎЧүࣆ̵ĄԦ
ࣆύߎгૃ༚྅༉! য়ࢫ݇ᄱྕăᏏຐ
Ԙ·ܟĂ˗̶֯Ăోߎࠍృವүࣆă
ԦَԦВּॠ࣎Ăүࣆ̘ЩԦ٘ຏ
ĂүࣆԦ˴̘Щүࣆ٘ຏĄ˪َ
Ѣ ̵  ۊĂ Ӷ Ă ೖ  ޣĂඔ ᛧ Ă ໐ ᓻ Ă ឰ
֎ĂղๅĂஃโ֯Ą
ͶَԦּॠ࣎ĂԦ !য়ΧԦгүࣆࢫ
݇ၛບĄ˪Юదй˟ଁ݇ϙཊĂҕѲᖄށ
ஊ֡Ꮎ֯Ă̘۹ृԻĂԦವᇍຒă

˨˫ౡ!
ܱᘱ˫ఢ࣮ڑй!

Paul’s Third Visit to Corinth

1

13:1 This is the third time I am coming to visit
you. By the testimony of two or three witnesses
every matter will be established. 13:2 I said before
when I was present the second time and now,
though absent, I say again to those who sinned previously and to all the rest, that if I come again, I will
not spare anyone, 13:3 since you are demanding
proof that Christ is speaking through me. He is not
weak toward you but is powerful among you. 13:4
For indeed he was crucified by reason of weakness,

2

3

హߎԦ˫ѧࢊוүࣆ֣྅Μăጳ࣍˫
˟˽ҮᙊĂέέోࢊ؟ă
Ԧଁ݇ᄱ࿄Ăс̪̘гүࣆ֣྅˪ᄱĂϑ
сԦ˞ѧүࣆॠ࣎٘ᄱ˗ᇸĂವ
ߎ၅֣ϙ˝ཊĂድ˟ᄱĂԦࡵВ
ּτ̘ᆴञă
үࣆ߉Տૃ༚гԦ྅ࢫᄱྕጳፁĂ
Ԧτ̘ᆴञĄЮࠍૃ༚гүࣆ֖ˮĂ̘ߎ
సळĄгүࣆ྅ࢫĂߎѢ́ਔă
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ӇָԦࣆసळĂүࣆૺĂԦࣆ˴ᝋಇĄ
֬ͶԦࣆ٘ՏĂವߎүࣆҮԅА˟ă
10 ٘ͼԦ̘гүࣆ֣྅ॠ࣎ĂԮహྕᆶඛ
үࣆĂпΧԦүࣆॠ࣎Ă̘Ϡ٘
ඛԦᝊߟĂᚐᆕޝүࣆĄహᝊߟࣦߎ
ࠍృವ˟Ă̘֬ߎࠍିᗻ˟ă

but he lives because of God’s power. For we also
are weak in him, but we will live together with him,
because of God’s power toward you. 13:5 Put yourselves to the test to see if you are in the faith; examine yourselves! Or do you not recognize regarding
yourselves that Jesus Christ is in you—unless, indeed, you fail the test! 13:6 And I hope that you will
realize that we have not failed the test! 13:7 Now we
pray to God that you may not do anything wrong,
not so that we may appear to have passed the test,
but so that you may do what is right even if we may
appear to have failed the test. 13:8 For we cannot do
anything against the truth, but only for the sake of
the truth. 13:9 For we rejoice whenever we are weak,
but you are strong. And we pray for this: that you
may become fully qualified. 13:10 Because of this I
am writing these things while absent, so that when I
arrive I may not have to deal harshly with you by
using my authority—the Lord gave it to me for
building up, not for tearing down!

ඔᄫમш!

Final Exhortations and Greetings

11

13:11 Finally, brothers and sisters, rejoice, set
things right, be encouraged, agree with one another,
live in peace, and the God of love and peace will be
with you. 13:12 Greet one another with a holy kiss.
All the saints greet you. 13:13 The grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ and the love of God and the fellowship
of the Holy Spirit be with you all.
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Юసळఛ੩г˨уߚˮĂݑЮ! য়́
ਔĂ̩߾ලĄԦࣆ˴ߎహᇸСసळĂ
ҬЮ! য়Чүࣆ٘ផ́ਔĂ˴τᄂС
߾ă
үࣆᓀࢊҊ̍࠶၄Ѣ͔ܪ՞ѢĄ˴ࢊҊ̍
ྎយĄ੍̘ۡүࣆࡵ̘ߎΝୡඖĂವѢ
᎗ૃ༚гүࣆ͔྅ᆂă
Ԧ࠼ݑүࣆፌ૿Ԧࣆ̘ߎΝୡඖ˟ă
ԦࣆՏ! য়ĂΧүࣆ˗Ѕೊ֯ో̘ҮĄహ
̘ߎࢊផڀԦࣆߎᄊॅ৻Ăߎࢊүࣆҕ
֯აϑĂІጳ˟࠺Ԧࣆߎఛୡඖቩă
Ԧࣆ˱̘֯ਔᇱጾোĂΩਔԫӃোă

9

ᔗѢϏ˝ྕĂᙷԘ·ࣆోಇሃĄࢊҮԅ
А˟ĄࢊץшᇏĄࢊС͔ЩຌĄࢊقѨ
༘ĄсѨ̤ຐο !য়Ăτ૰ᄂүࣆС
гă
12 үࣆᏏᆛમшĄقѨઙࢊཏሑă
13

ாཏऴోમүࣆшă
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ᙷ᎗ૃ༚ऽ್Ă! য়ຍຐĂཏិ
ຎછĂ૰ᄂүࣆா˟Сгă

